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CyberMatics is AIG’s award-winning technology-driven process
to help organisations verify their cyber risk postures, prioritise the
implementation of cyber risk controls and make more informed
investment decisions in their cyber security programmes.
CyberMatics is provided as a complimentary service to eligible
AIG cyber clients. This booklet outlines: how CyberMatics works, the
information and insights clients receive from its dynamic dashboard,
the key benefits for businesses, and how to obtain and activate
CyberMatics.
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How CyberMatics works
CyberMatics is fed by two data sources. Firstly, cyber underwriting information is
provided by the business via AIG’s smart application form. Secondly, cyber data is
delivered and continuously updated by one of our technology partners the business
chooses to work with. This information is synthesized using AIG’s patented technology
driven model, to generate incredible insights for the business.

AIG’s Patented Model

CLICK HERE
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Data via AIG smart application
AIG’s dynamic and interactive smart application form allows businesses to respond
to tailored questions relevant to their industry, size, cyber exposure and required
cyber coverage. The question set adapts itself as it is completed and the business’s
answers, fed into CyberMatics enables a range of assessments including the
likelihood of malicious or accidental cyber actions, the potential impacts on the
business and the effectiveness of the business’s cyber loss measures.
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Data via AIG technology partner
CyberMatics is also supplied with secure data from one of our technology partners working with the
business. The selected partner provides regular, verified data responses to our underwriting application
questions. Partners will never contradict any of the clients’ responses (see “no downside”) and data is
aggregated before delivery to AIG so we do not receive any of the client’s raw data. In this way the client’s
cyber maturity profile is updated weekly with risk scores, benchmarking, recommendations, and more.
Clients can view this continuously updated information on the Dynamic Dashboard.
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The Dynamic Dashboard
Every CyberMatics client has its own Dynamic Dashboard.
This provides comprehensive, updated information about
multiple aspects of the business’s cyber posture that combine
to deliver a holistic view of its overall cyber risk position.
This is underpinned by a wealth of detail around the organisation’s
cyber risk landscape including, but not limited to:

CYBER MATURITY

CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
SCENARIOS AND PRACTICES
BUSINESS IMPACTS
FORECASTING
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Cyber Maturity
The Cyber Maturity chart displays the organisation’s preparedness against cyber threats and its ability
to protect its data. (A higher maturity rate implies greater success managing new and unexpected cyber
threats). It can be analysed at the most currently available point in time, or as the example below shows,
over preceding periods to help reveal performance trends. In both cases the data is benchmarked against
the organisation’s peer group in terms of industry sector, revenue, and geography.
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Control Effectiveness
This provides an aggregated score of the effectiveness of the client’s cyber risk controls (depending on
their suitability for the business’s cyber exposures and on the effectiveness of their implementation).
The score is benchmarked against similar organisations. For detailed analysis, users can toggle to the
underlying rating matrix detailing the relative effectiveness within each control category.
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Scenarios and Practices
CyberMatics itemises the top risk-reducing practices which the organisation has not
implemented and provides a relative rating of the expected risk reduction of implementing
each practice. This dynamic perspective updates with the organisation’s changing cyber
risk landscape, which CyberMatics describes by listing the top risk scenarios facing the
organisation and the level of cyber risk presented under each threat category.
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Business Impacts
CyberMatics delivers continuously updated assessments of the threat
vector and potential impacts facing the business. The organisation’s threat
likelihood is benchmarked against that of similar organisations, while
the probabilities and financial impacts of data breaches and ransomware
facilitate low, medium, high and worst case scenario modeling.
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Forecasting
This powerful functionality allows Information Security Officers to select specific
cyber controls, or combinations of controls, and forecast the beneficial impacts on the
organisation of implementing them. The forecasting tools will reconfigure the organisation’s
threat likelihood, cyber maturity and control effectiveness as well as the risk scenarios
facing the business and the recommended prioritised cyber risk control practices.
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Business Benefits
CyberEdge injects measurable understanding into an organisation’s cyber risk.
Operationally it helps prioritise the implementation of control measures. Strategically
it informs investment decisions around its overall cybersecurity program. In these ways
it delivers tremendous insights and valuable benefits to, Information Security Officers,
Risk managers, Board Directors and the organisation itself.

CLICK HERE

PROVEN AND INDEPENDENT
AIG
CLAIMS DATA
THREAT
INTELLIGENCE

BOARD READY AND ACTIONABLE

IMPLEMENTATION AND INVESTMENT
EVER CHANGING “ALWAYS ON”
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Proven and Independent
Although Cybermatics is a highly differentiated cyber risk
assessment tool, there is nothing experimental about it – it is
an established technology that was award-winning in 2018.
As a cyber insurer AIG’s interests are completely aligned with
our clients, we have “skin in the game” and the risk scoring of
clients’ cyber maturity, control systems and potential business
impacts is completely objective, regardless of the systems and
software that they have purchased.
We believe that this is a unique service from AIG, no other
carrier that we are aware of is prepared to validate and
benchmark an organisation’s cyber posture in this way. All
of this means that each participating organisaton benefits
from a proven, independently verifiable, analysis of one of
the most volatile risks they face – continuously updated and
complimentary to eligible AIG customers.*

Independent

Verifiable

Complimentary*
* See Getting CyberMatics section for eligibility
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Board-Ready
CyberMatics empowers CISOs by equipping them
with information in the right language for their board
directors. CISO’s will already have command of technical
and analytical specifics and may typically present in such
terms to their boards. (Such as the numbers of patches
implemented, the percentages of endpoints protected,
the percentage of employees trained etc.)
CyberMatics goes a lot further and presents the technical
analysis in practical expedient contexts that board
directors boards can access, consider and act upon such
as: the probabilities of an attack, the potential financial
impacts on the business and benchmarking comparisons
with organisations of similar size, sector and markets.

Forecasts

Scenarios

Probabilities

Financial
Impacts

Trends

Ranges

Actionable
Insights
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Implementation and Investment
CyberMatics helps organisations evaluate their selection
and implementation of cyber risk controls. By feeding back
regular risk scores specific to each control, it helps CISOs
ascertain whether they have the right controls in place,
whether they were implemented correctly and whether
they are having the impacts that were anticipated when
they were purchased.

SELECT

Cyber Control

Looking forward, CyberMatics also helps optimise cyber
programme investment decisions. Not only does it presents
and prioritise control actions for risk improvement
based on the organisation’s risk profile, but its powerful
forecasting functionality can then be deployed to quantify
how the organisation’s risk position would change in
response to these selected control actions.

TRACK

Actual Impact

FORECAST

Control Impact
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Ever Changing “Always On”
Cyber risks are dynamic and ever-changing and so, by
neccessity, are organisations’ system control strategies.
Because Cybermatics is continuously updated, it allows
businesses to track the impact of any changes to their
security protocols during the policy period. For instance
by using Cybermatics, an organisation could see the
quantifiable impact on its cyber posture of adopting a new
procedure (such as data encrption) during the year.
Not only that, as a result of any change in procedures,
Cybermatics will also change the recomended security
practices for the organisation. This provides valuable
insights for Information Security Officers and Risk Managers,
by highlighting the most important security aspects and
procedures to focus on as their organisation’s threat
landscape continues to evolve.

Quantifiable business
impacts of changes

Organisation changes
and updates

CyberMatics
“Always On”

Recommended control
impacts of changes
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Getting CyberMatics
CyberMatics is available to any AIG CyberEdge policy holder
that has engaged one of our technology partners.

Cyber Tech Partners

Cyber Loss Control Services

 Opt in for loss control services
that include one of our technology
partners (see above)

?

ACTIVATING
CYBERMATICS
Purchase and implement one
of the partner’s technologies.

What if the client wants
Cybermatics but doesn’t
currently engage with a
technology partner?



Work with one of our
technology partners on
a free trial basis.
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Activating CyberMatics
The AIG smart application needs to be completed in order to
establish the initial risk model baseline needed for CyberMatics.
This triggers the full activation process below:

CYBER APPLICATION

SAR REPORT

BIND COVERAGE

ESR REPORT

The client/prospective client
completes and submits the
AIG CyberEdge application

Along with their quote
a Summary Assessment
Report (SAR) is shared

The prospective client binds
their cyber coverage with AIG

The underwriter shares the
Executive Summary Report.
A Cyber Risk Advisor will schedule
time to review with them.

ACTIVE CYBERMATICS USER

ONBOARDING PROCESS

3-WAY NDA

Client takes advantage of
continuous risk modelling
output to improve risk posture
prior to policy renewal

Cyber Risk Advisor works with
AIG Support and the technology
vendor to activate CyberMatics
and orient the client

A 3-way agreement is
signed by the client, the
selected technology
vendor(s), and AIG
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www.aig.co.uk

American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading global insurance organisation. Building on 100 years of experience, today AIG member companies provide a wide range of property casualty insurance,
life insurance, retirement products, and other financial services to customers in more than 80 countries and jurisdictions. These diverse offerings include products and services that help businesses and individuals
protect their assets, manage risks and provide for retirement security. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange.
Additional information about AIG can be found at www.aig.com and www.aig.com/strategyupdate | YouTube: www.youtube.com/aig | Twitter: @AIGinsurance | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/aig.
AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc. For additional information, please visit our website
at www.aig.com. All products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. Products or services may not be available in all countries, and coverage is
subject to actual policy language. Non-insurance products and services may be provided by independent third parties.
American International Group UK Limited is registered in England: company number 10737370. Registered address: The AIG Building, 58 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 4AB. American International Group
UK Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority (FRN number 781109). This information can be checked by
visiting the FS Register (www.fca.org.uk/register).
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